On-site
nitrogen
Generator
Easy to install nitrogen
generators that deliver
constant flow of nitrogen at
lower cost per cubic metre.

Endless supply of nitrogen
Regardless of your application, a dependable
supply of industrial gas is crucial. Compared
to the on-demand delivery of gas bottles or
tanks, on-site production of nitrogen offers
cost savings and continuous availability.
Atlas Copco’s advanced nitrogen generators
offer you the ultimate solution: flexible onsite production of nitrogen at the lowest
possible cost.

Cost effective supply
Atlas Copco’s nitrogen
generators offer a costeffective means for on-site
gas generation. Including
models sized for a wide range
of flow rates and product
purities, these generators are
renowned for their exceptional
versatility and efficiency.

Never ending supply
A complete product
offering

Benefits:

P Financial benefits no

On-site nitrogen generation
requires the most reliable
and efficient compressed air
solution. Drawing on our vast
experience, Atlas Copco can
offer both compressed air and
nitrogen generators to meet
most requirements. Atlas
Copco Nitrogen generators
are easy to install and bring
many operational benefits, both
environmental and financial.

P No safety hazards when

Benefits
of onsite
nitrogen
production

P Your own independent
supply of nitrogen.

P Non-stop availability:

24 hours a day, 7 days a
week.

P Considerably lower cost
per cubic meter.

rental charges, transport
expenses and bulk user
evaporation losses.
handling high-pressure
cylinders.

P Easy integration within

existing compressed air
installations.

P Flexibility: customised for
your operational needs.

Ready to use
P Robust design.
P No specialist
P

Cost savings
P Low operating expenses.
P No additional costs such as
P

order processing, refills and
delivery charges.
Limited maintenance costs.

Exceptional convenience
P Continuous availability (24
P

hours a day, 7 days a week).
Risk of production
breakdown due to gas
running out is eliminated.

All-in-one
P Fully integrated package.

Cost savings and self
reliance lets you focus
on your core business.

installation or
commissioning.
Fitted with pre-filtration,
pressure gauges and flow
meter to ensure accurate
system monitoring at all
times.

P Filters and oxygen sensor
as standard.

High flow capacity

Ideal for applications such as
fire prevention, tire inflation, oil
& gas, marine, packaging and
many more.

Why buy the bottles when you make your own?
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